
COMPLAINT REFERRAL FORM

Complaint ID: I1209252336519101
The following information was provided by the victim and may be forwarded to the appropriate law enforcement
or regulatory agencies.

Date: 09/25/2012 23:36:51

Victim Information
Name: James Martin Driskill
Business Name: realuphuman.net - not a business but a cyberID.
Age: 40 - 49
Gender: M
Address: 916 Hot Springs Ave

B
City: Cheyenne
Do you live within the city limits?: Yes
County: Laramie
State: Wyoming
Country: United States
Zip Code/Route: 82001
Phone number: 3074214674
Email Address: inthemindway@gmail.com

Name of your local police or sheriff's office:
Cheyenne PD

Is the complaint you are filing related to the Internet or an online service? Yes

Do you have pertinent documents in paper form? No
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Information about the Individual/Business that victimized you
Business Name:
Name:
Gender: U
Address:
City:
State:
Country:
Zip Code/Route:
Phone number:
Email Address:

Other Identifiers
Web Site:
IP Address:
IRC Server:
Chat Room Name:
Usenet Newsgroup:
Other:

Monetary Loss
If you lost money from the incident you are reporting, please specify the total dollar amount of your loss.
0.00

Please indicate the means of payment (select all that apply)
Cash
Cashier's Check
Check/Debit Card
Credit Card
Money Order
Wire Transfer
Other (Specify)

Did you use a third party online payment service such as PayPal, BidPay, Escrow? [left blank]
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Description of the Incident
Describe in your own words how you have been victimized.
[ Limit of 12000 characters requires multi-part submission : PART 1 ]

Dear FBI, Cyber Crimes Division,

This email may be confusing at first. All of this report is accurate. First, I must reflect my identity to you.

The internet domain names in this report are valid. At the present time, there really is nothing there but
personal memespace. That is not my goal for the world.

I have previously visited the Oakland Office of the FBI on June 21st 2006 and talking with your agent there.
You can find this is documented on the by a quoted web search [ &quot;FBI Agent @ FBI OFfice Oakland
CA June 21 2006&quot; ]. What I am reporting today is not related to that but I am just attempting to
provide to you my ID is real. There would be on file my face to face in person visit there and there is a
record of my visit. Whatever was said, I had no accreditation for what I was attempting to express and
relate to him at that time.

But in 2012, that is not true. Please Google BOOKS Search [ &quot;In The Mindway&quot; ] :
https://www.google.com/search?q=%22in+the+mindway%22&amp;btnG=Search+Books&amp;tbm=bks&amp;tbo=1

See what is shown.

I am mentioned among many credited, but I am one, and I am credited.

Yes, this is me

Thank you much WikiMedia Foundation.

While I have you at Google Books, The next thing I wish to quote before getting to my direct report is:

Google Books Search [ &quot;&quot;go fix some weighty truth&quot; ]

Go fix some weighty truth;
Chain down some passion; do some good;
Teach ignorance to see or grief to smile;
Correct thy friend; befriend thy greatest foe;
Be just in all things; make amends
For follies past, and, with warm heart,
Forgive, and be forgiven. Let work not words
Thy virtue prove. Go act as well as prate,
And then thy counsels will be strong,
Thy reprimands avail. ANON.

THE province of the historian is to gather the threads of the past ere they I elude forever his grasp, and
weave them into a harmonious web to which the &quot;art preservative&quot; may give immortality.
Therefore he, who would rescue from fast-gathering oblivion the deeds of a community, and send them on
to futurity in an imperishable record, should deliver a plain, unvarnished tale.

Please help me find a way to REPRIMAND these people permanently off the web. Thank you.
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----

My report today is related to a facebook conversation that has already been reported to
abuse@facebook.com. However, if you are not already aware, that is not a valid reporting address
according to their site and reports must be submitted by web form, such as yours, but their form has limits.
I did follow up with about 6 separate reporting submissions all with the reference page: [
https://www.facebook.com/casey.andrews.986 ] Right now, there are four of my posts on her page
including the below conversation.

Do you realize how much time and effort it takes for one person to do this? Not many out here do this.

The easiest way to report this type of activity is to read the conversation directly. Your conclusions will be
the same as mine. I attempted to establish a dialogue with this person on respectful balanced merits. She
first contacted me on Sept 20th - if she is even a real person and not a processing code robot of some
kind.

As I conclude in the abuse@facebook.com submission, there has to be something of greatness done
about this type of shit!

Yes, I am now talking adult to adult to you. I cannot be any less respectful when you realize who I am in
domain memespace. Please see this conversation complete and my working attempt here complete too.
Thank you.

I am going to provide the email as written to abuse@facebook.com with a preface to a friend of mine here
locally with his ID removed.

Please confirm my email has been received at least. Last time I submitted something to the FBI via direct
email, I never got a human confirmation and had to FORCE A FLOOD of non-issue but relative matters in
order to get a reply. That reply was &quot;Stop contacting us and my issues could not be handled.&quot;
Relating to Cyber-Stocking, Cyber-Harrassment, Cyber-Bullying and Cyber-Hacking. The account status
details given to the agent, but refused to be investigated. Documented on the web. If I was in that office
today, they would have had to take my complaint. So, I expect a confirmation and not just ignor[ance]. This
is not proper to just ignore a report without confirmation. I expect a level of sharing exchange. Is that way
to much of a GRUW UP way to ask for?

Thank you.

---

from: James Driskill inthemindway@gmail.com
to: [ email ID removed ]
date: Tue, Sep 25, 2012 at 7:55 PM
subject: Fwd: Here details my recent conversation... I may be wrong but I know I am right.... Scammer!
mailed-by: gmail.com

[ This is my actual email address ID for my real work ]

[ Addressee Removed ],

More people have other time to do other work out here on the web.

That would be what I spend my time doing.
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This is one conversation of my attempt.

There is no such reporting address as Abuse@facebook.com so I had
to piece meal this out to the reporting form [ limit like 500-700 characters ]
AND posted the conversation to the page of Ms Casey Andrews for
anyone else to see it publicly as well. It losts the nice formatting
in the copy/paste action, but it is there anyway.

https://www.facebook.com/casey.andrews.986

My conversation [ as below ] link to this bull shit is:

https://www.facebook.com/messages/100004325921330

Yes, I am on here trying to do something positive about this type of shit!

Maybe one day you will also feel safe to venture to facebook without having
to deal with this too.... this was one reason you told me you don't like facebook.

Thank you for reading and understanding me to this point.

And being my real world friend.

James Driskill

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: James Driskill &lt;inthemindway@gmail.com&gt;
Date: Tue, Sep 25, 2012 at 6:23 PM
Subject: Here details my recent conversation... I may be wrong but I know I am right.... Scammer!
To: abuse@facebook.com
Cc: facebook.com-casey.andrews.986@fuckeduphuman.net, camplz.com@fuckeduphuman.net

Casey Andrews

Casey Andrews
September 20

hi...i hope u dont mind the add...

James Driskill
September 20

no, i don't mind.

Casey Andrews
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September 20

thanks,,,im new in facebook...so how are you?

James Driskill
September 20

Im doing alright.

Casey Andrews
Saturday

...thanks for the add...

Casey Andrews
8 hours ago

hi...

James Driskill
8 hours ago

hi.

Casey Andrews
8 hours ago

how are you?i hope u dont mind the add...im new in facebook...

James Driskill
8 hours ago

congratulations. I am glad that you have decided to join us. Interfacing to a global community has
certain &quot;learning curve&quot; elements and can be intimidating to some. [ of course I am not putting
this on you at all since I don't know you much yet ]. Hope you are finding and poking [ an actual facebook
term ] around here well.

Casey Andrews
5 hours ago

...can i ask a small favor?

James Driskill
5 hours ago

perhaps.... just for ref: http://wikiworld.com/wiki/index.php/InTheMindway would be something to
consider before making a request of me.

you are friend linked to facebook.com/inthemindway afterall.
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James Driskill
4 hours ago

I assume that you have nothing further? If so, let me know so I can release this chat and close my
laptop notebook for a while knowing I am not leaving this conversation --- you did.

Thank You

Casey Andrews
3 hours ago

i was just wondering if you could rate me at my page...im in an online search for the top faces of the
month...

James Driskill
3 hours ago

I barely know you so I will have tol fully read your page from top to bottom. I'll do that and give you
that rating. sure. Im in the middle of something, but will for sure follow up.

Casey Andrews
3 hours ago

thanks...can i send the rating link now?

James Driskill
3 hours ago

sure

Casey Andrews
3 hours ago

thanks......click this on ... http://camplz.com/go/?id=7713205&amp;s=2&amp;go=signup
just fill in the infos there so u can access my page and dont forget to log in ok?

James Driskill
3 hours ago

but you realize that I will not link until I fully read your page --- and you might be surprise at my rating
--- if you have not read http://wikiworld.com/wiki/index.php/InTheMindway

Casey Andrews
3 hours ago

u have to click the rating link so u can access my page where u will rate me...
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what page are you in now?

James Driskill
3 hours ago

I see ---well it won't be right this second... i am in the middle of something. If I choose to create an
account at http://camplz.com/ --- it will be under RealUpHuman or InTheMindway or Gruwup.

Casey Andrews
3 hours ago

ull just rate me so it will be quick i promise...

James Driskill
3 hours ago

quick in not my concern. accuracy and integrity is my concern. I am busy doing something else, I
promise I will follow up.

Casey Andrews
3 hours ago

ok...thanks...

James Driskill
6 minutes ago

My concerns first is that if I use the direct domain site, all it gives me is &quot;Hello world !&quot; Is
this a joke? http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hello_world_program

Hello world program - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org
A&quot;Hello world&quot; programis acomputer programthat outputs &quot;Hello, world&quot; on

adisplay device. Because it is typically one of the simplest programs possible in mostprogramming
languages, it is by tradition often used to illustrate to beginners the most basic syntax of a programming
language, or to verify...

Share
James Driskill
5 minutes ago

Now I have to do whois [ http://camplz.com/ ] to see what is there.
http://camplz.com/
camplz.com
Share

James Driskill
about a minute ago

Fucked up Web Domain with the following details:
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Registrant:
Company:
Name: Uff St
Address: 123 Somewhere street
City: Someplace
Country: FIJI
Postal Code: 12345

I do not wish to proceed.

Since I am the registrant owner of @FUCKEDUPHUMAN.NET, I declare this conversation fucked up
human as well.

You can or the domain owner can email me at : camplz.com@fuckeduphuman.net [ valid email
address ]

Good Bye Lady

facebook.com-casey.andrews.986@fuckeduphuman.net

You should have read:

http://wikiworld.com/wiki/index.php/InTheMindway

It is no favor to get scammed!
InTheMindway - WikiWorld
wikiworld.com

Share

Thank you facebook to have this user removed and this website tracked until it is knocked off the web too!

----
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Please indicate any medium used by the individual/business in the course of the incident.
Bulletin board
Chat room
Email
Fax
In person
Internet messaging
Mail
Newsgroup
Telephone
Web site
Wire
Other

Please indicate the initial means of contact with the individual/business that victimized you.
Email

Was this initial means of contact unsolicited/uninvited?
Yes

What was your relationship with the individual/business you are complaining about prior to the incident you
are reporting?
no prior relationship

Did you conduct any research on the individual/business prior to the incident?
Yes

How much time has passed since you determined you were victimized?
Less than 1 week
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Contact Information
Are there witnesses or other victims to this crime?
A CRIME HAS BEEN PREVENTED!

Have you reported this crime to any law enforcement or government agencies?
Better Business Bureau
Consumer protection agency
Individual/business that victimized you
Police/other law enforcement
Private attorney

Provide the specific name of each organization, contact name, contact phone number, email address, date
reported, and report number (if known).
This attempt at scamming has been reported to abuse@facebook.com and to their web form in multipart
submissions to:

http://www.facebook.com/help/contact/?id=274459462613911

Under The Page Reference:
https://www.facebook.com/casey.andrews.986

Please review the friends list of Casey Andrews
https://www.facebook.com/casey.andrews.986/friends?ft_ref=mni

These are her [ or their ] targets from all over the world:

Friends (18)

----

She picked me, I did not pick her.

Please, please these people need to leave me alone!

Especially on a SSDI disability fixed income!

Woah, end of report.

Thank you for reading. Once again in advance, thank you for human confirming you have received and
read this complete. Thank you thank you thank you.

I have a solution, it is addressed at wikiworld if anyone cares.

Filed: facebook.com-casey.andrews.986@fuckeduphuman.net

Digital Signature

By digitally signing this document, I affirm that the information I provided is true and accurate to the best
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of my knowledge. I have read the IC3's Privacy Policy, and understand that this information will be
maintained and controlled by the FBI and shared with the National White Collar Crime Center as a partner
in the IC3, and additionally may be shared with law enforcement and regulatory agencies. If available, I
will provide additional documentation not included in this complaint, such as email correspondence,
payment receipts, or electronic logs, upon request to the best of my ability. I authorize the dissemination
of the complaint, or information in the complaint, to appropriate federal, state, local, tribal, or international
Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) for purposes of investigating the complaint.

James Martin Driskill, owner realuphuman.net

Supplemental Information

----------------------------------------------- 09/26/2012 01:04:03 --------------------------------------------------

I want to confirm that you received PART 2 and LAST of this submission report. My result for this 2nd
submission was:

Complaint Referral Form
Internet Crime Complaint Center
Thank you for filing a complaint with the Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3).

The IC3 website has registered this complaint as a duplicate submission. The most common reason for
this is a consumer has submitted their complaint and then hit the &quot;back&quot; button on their
browser and hit the submit button a second time.

If you do not receive a confirmation e-mail within two days, please re-file your complaint.

---

The language of this result message reflects that you do in fact have the content of this second
submission. Although I did use the page back and edit form box to submit the addendum and conclusion,
it is not a duplicate content submission. If you do not have that second content, please respond. It is an
important conclusion to this matter that actually states &quot;This is really a matter of national security,
now is not?&quot; Thank you.

----------------------------------------------- 09/26/2012 01:08:34 --------------------------------------------------

If I am following this correctly, I think I better submit the addendum here. My first time using this site form
submissions, I have to give you much credit! Thank you.

[ multi-part submission : PART 2 ] FBI Clarification of reporting terms in previous submission. Please
indicate the initial means of contact with the individual/business that victimized you: [Facebook Email ]
Was this initial means of contact unsolicited/uninvited? Yes [No] : With explanation Friend Requests are
Desired therefore open to abuse. How much time has passed since you determined you were victimized?
(select the best approximation) Explanation: At first friend request, from prior experience of dealing with
this activity behavior on this site and others, I kind of knew at first glance this request was going to be a
scammed. But I followed through anyway. At this point in this conversation, I have not been scammed.
But yes, I have put my ID and personal safety at huge risk if you consider everything if they decide to
actually come personally after me here in Cheyenne Wyoming. Who are they? You know FBI and I know.
This is really a matter of national security, now is is not? These are off shore people in what I can best
describe as boiler rooms working to scam Americans out of dollars. Why does this situation continue. My
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last report to the FBI was related to my interaction with: http://amexservices.com and have no idea if/when
the site changed from my report to now what I find reported at:
http://www.complaintsboard.com/complaints/amex-legal-service-plan-c585871.html I am not researching
that. My prior contacts to the FBI were under jmdriskill@post.com --- and that mail and files are on a hard
drive that are for the moment offline due to END OF SERVICE LIFE issues. Thank you for reading. Thank
you for confirming. I told facebook in their submissions, if I have to, I would create the URL:
http://fuckeduphuman.net/facebook.com/casey.andrews.986 If I had to. Note the following is valid:
http://elizabeth.delgado.fuckeduphuman.net/ However the BLOG entry is currently hidden from public, but
written and will become visible after December. Review my criminal record as of right now. I am sure what
is recorded in court reflects my arrangement that this matter will be dropped to PC 415 California in
December. Disturbing the Peace. You all are crazy! Not me! In the blog, Ms Delgado threatens to file a
three day notice for a single cent. That is $.01 - Go figure. Review, Google Search [ the suicide prevention
of james martin driskill ]

End of submission.
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